
OVERVIEW

What is Sexual Consent?

“An active process of willingly and freely choosing to participate in sexual activity of any kind with someone else, and a 
shared responsibility for everyone engaging in, or who wants to engage in, any kind of sexual interaction with someone. When 
there is a question or invitation about sex of any kind, when consent is mutually given or affirmed, the answer on everyone’s 
part is an enthusiastic yes”1. 

This means that sexual consent is not just making sure that someone doesn’t say no – but ensuring that the person enthusi-
astically says YES. Consent CANNOT be assumed.

Why Consent?

The number one reason to seek sexual consent is to ensure that all people involved in any sexual activity feel positive about 
the encounters they are having. If consent is not freely given, if you do not check in with the people you are having sex with, 
you do not really know if they are feeling coerced, frightened, shamed or having sex for some other complicated reason that 
has nothing to do with you.

Sexual Activity without consent is against the law and will constitute  sexual assault.  Although the definition of sexual 
assault may vary from place to place one definition is2: 

• Unwanted behaviour of a sexual nature directed towards another person: 

o which makes that person feel uncomfortable, distressed, frightened or threatened, or which results in harm 
or injury to that person

o to which that person has not freely agreed or given consent, or to which that person is not capable or able 
to give consent

o In which another person uses physical, emotional, psychological or verbal force or (other) coercive behaviour 
against that person.

Overwhelming Numbers:

In Australia, one in three women has experienced physical or sexual assault in her lifetime.3 After the age of 15 almost one in 
five women will experience sexual assault.4This means your grandmother, mother, daughter, sister, friend, partner. 

Four out of every one hundred men are also victims of sexual assault in Australia5  This means your grandfather, father, son, 
brother, friend, partner. 

SEXUAL CONSENT is one key to lowering this number.

Seeking Consent:

Yeah it may feel uncomfortable or embarrassing to check for consent. If you are too uncomfortable to seek consent then sex-
ual activity is not for you. Remember – your sexual life in all probability is neither a soft focus romance movie (where consent 
is always lovingly assumed), or a hard core porn movie (Where consent is never asked for). It is more likely full of complicat-
ed feelings, histories behaviours and interactions.

1  Heather Corinna – Drivers Ed for the sexual superhighway – Navigating Consent –   www.scartleteen.com
2  http://www.whiteribbon.org.au/uploads/media/updated_factsheets_Nov_13/Factsheet_7_Sexual_AssaultV2.pdf
3  White Ribbon Australia 2016
4  http://www.casa.org.au/casa_pdf.php?document=statistics
5  http://www.casa.org.au/casa_pdf.php?document=statistics
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What can consent sound like? What can nonconsent sound like?

Yes No

I’m so sure I’m not sure

I know I don’t know

I’m excited I’m scared

Dont stop! Stop

Whoohoo! Yippee! Hot damn! Zip-a-dee-doo-dah! [silence]

More! No more

I want to. I want to, but...

I’m not worried Wait, I feel worried about...

I want you/it/that I don’t want you/it/that

Can you please do... Can you please not do...

I still want to I thought I wanted to, but...

That feels good That hurts

Mmmmmmmm. [silence]

Yes Maybe

I love you and I love this I love you/this, but...

I want to do this right now, like this I want to do this, but not right now/this way

I feel good about this I don’t know how I feel about this

I’m ready I’m not sure I’m ready

I want to keep doing this I don’t want to do this anymore

[insert praise to your deity of choice here] [no such praise]

This feels so right This feels wrong

YES! [silence]

What consent might/might not sound like:6

6  Heather Corinna – Drivers Ed for the sexual superhighway – Navigating Consent – www.scartleteen.com)



What consent might/might not sound like:7

Possible nonverbal signs of consent Possible nonverbal signs of NONconsent

Direct eye contact Avoiding eye contact

Initiating sexual activity Not initiating any sexual activity

Pulling someone closer Pushing someone away

Actively touching someone Avoiding touch

Nodding yes Shaking head no

Comfort with nudity and other ways of being vulnerable 
sexually

Extreme discomfort with nudity of being 
otherwise vulnerable sexually

Laughter and/or smiling (upturned mouth) Crying and/or looking sad or fearful (clenched 
or downturned mouth)

“Open” body language, like relaxed, loose and open arms 
and legs, relaxed facial expressions, turning towards 
someone

“Closed” body language, like tense, stiff or closed 
arms and legs, tight or tense facial expressions, 
turning away from someone

Sounds of enjoyment, like a satisfied hum or 
enthusiastic moan

Silence or sounds of fear or sadness, like 
whimpering or a trembling voice

An active body “Just lying there”

Other Resources:

Don’t just take our word for it: Have a look at these cool resources:

It Begins with Consent | Bianca Villani | TEDxABQWomen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EORxJsoUJQ

Consent: A Comic
http://www.ohjoysextoy.com/consent/

Tea Consent -Animation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQbei5JGiT8

Shit Guys Say When They Need To Say Something - Animation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwA-W3GBvoI

Finding Help:

If you need help or need to find out places to seek support, this page from White Ribbon Australia is a good place to start.
http://www.whiteribbon.org.au/finding-help
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